Does the hh2 synchronization process for Sage 300 CRE require a Terminal Server?

Answer

No. When your company enables the ERP Integrations tool and configures it to work with Sage 300 CRE®, the hh² synchronization client that supports synchronization process does NOT require a Terminal Server or a Terminal Services session. However, during the implementation process, an IT resource (i.e., your company's Sage 300 CRE® Administrator) will work with your Procore point of contact to install and configure the hh² synchronization client on the Sage 300 CRE® server (see Sage 300 CRE®: Setup Guide).

See Also

- How does hh² connect to the Sage 300 CRE® server?
- When data is transmitted between Sage 300 CRE® and hh², what type of data encryption is used?
- Create an hh2 Service Account in Sage 300 CRE®